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ABSTRACT

Software programming is a task with high analyzability. However, knowledge sharing is an intricate 
part of the software programming process. Today, new media platforms have been adopted to enable 
knowledge sharing between virtual teams. Taking into consideration the high task analyzability and the 
task characteristics involved in software development, the question is if the media richness of the current 
media platform is effective in enabling knowledge sharing among these virtual teams? An exploratory 
research was conducted on a software company in Denmark. The data was gathered was analyzed quali-
tatively using narrative analysis. This paper concludes, based on the case being investigated, that rich 
media does not fit the task characteristics of a software programmer. It further concludes that Media 
richness does affect knowledge sharing in these virtual teams. This is because the current lean media 
actually enables knowledge sharing as it fits the core characteristics of the software programming process.
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter explores how media richness influences knowledge sharing activities in virtual teams 
involved in software programming. The task of interest is the process of programming or coding of the 
software. In recent times, large corporations have been involved in the decentralization of the operational 
aspects of their companies. Such corporations include SAP, IBM and General etc. (Lepsinger, 2015). The 
facilitation of their virtual operations has been enabled by the opportunities enabled by globalization and 
the evolution of the Internet. Based on our previous knowledge of the first author in software develop-
ment and a brief practice in the trade, it was intriguing to learn that software development companies 
have been embracing virtual teams (Ramesh & Dennis, 2002). These companies have different software 
developers in different locations collaborating online to implement or programme software. This, of 
course, was not the intriguing part. That was because software development has always been developed 
with computers. So having such collaborative development effort with different computers connected 
to each other over the Internet was not that exciting. What was exciting though was how media richness 
enabled knowledge sharing within a virtual software development team as they implement or code the 
software. In a software development team domicile in a particular location, knowledge sharing is not 
difficult. Knowledge could be shared via face-to-face interaction using a device with rich media; placing 
comments in a programming code to explain a code in the software, documentation of daily team meet-
ings, one on one tutorials in a company training session and codes and other relevant materials stored in 
repositories (see examples (Ramesh & Dennis, 2002; Ying, Wright, & Abrams, 205; DeRosa, 2014)). 
In this way, various members of the team are able to learn something new from one another. The new 
knowledge will help them implement their codes. If this scenario is transposed online, the need for this 
kind of knowledge sharing activities will still exist.

But knowledge sharing, as a result of the complexity in communication programming languages 
outside the software designed for it, might be challenging. This will definitely be the case in a scenario 
where two remote software developers working on the same project for the same company run into chal-
lenges on how to implement the codes. Depending on the level of information richness they need from 
each other in order to collaborate, different media platforms can be used. However, the more they try 
to unravel how to solve a programming code, rich media platforms may not be helpful. But lean media 
platforms might be helpful because they could read each other’s codes, ponder on it and possibly ver-
balize their thoughts. A media platform used for such an activity should be able to enhance knowledge 
sharing in less ambiguous and equivocal manner. But in a situation where the software developers are 
discussing the requirement specifications they were given or they are presenting their thoughts in a scrum 
meeting. The nature of information being transmitted may not necessary be complex. The other team 
members will not only be interested in hearing what their colleague says, they will want to take not of 
non-verbal gestures. Here they can sense if they are on the same page or there are minor differences in 
opinion. In such a situation, rich media will be helpful. Therefore the media needs for the transmission 
of different forms of information by the team will differ. The fact that knowledge sharing in software 
teams, and by extension virtual software teams, require different set of media is supported in literature. 
The literature states that no media tool supports every facet of the operational dynamics in the develop-
ment of a software (see (Bindrees, Pooley, Ibrahim, & Taylor, 2014)). For example, virtual teams use 
collaborative platforms such as GitHub to share programming codes and other media platforms such 
as WebEx, adobe connect or GoToMeeting, to support their daily tasks (DeRosa, 2014). Therefore one 
cannot dispute the use of multiple media platforms by these virtual software teams. But this raises a 
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